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STUDENTS URGED TO SUPPORT CHRISTMAS FUND DRIVE
George Wells,Creator of the Famous Rollins Charity Drive Nears
ODDS and ENDS Impressionistic Melodrama Herbert
Martian Radio Terror, Speaks Here Friday

Opens Frosh Series Tonigh

Final Stages; $700 is Goal

'* BE PREPARED!
honors at the age of twenty-two.
If men from Mars are _
Just on the chance that some of
clumping about the Horseshoe this After several strenuous years of
,' you might have forgotten or over- B a r b a r a B r o w n F e a t u r e d in
week, the squeamish need have teaching and tutoring during which
Uses That Money Contributed
ly looked the new insurance policy
"R. U . R."; Director BuckORGAN
VESPERS
no fear of an astral invasion. These he wrote a biology text, his health
**• offered through the Administration
Is Put To Enumerated; AU
waiter to Pinch-hit
. Wednesday, December 4th
are merely appendages of Mr. H. G. broke down. While he was conI to all Rollins students, we'd like to
Urged to Join
Wells. Monster-mind creator of the valescing on the south coast, he
7:30 P. M.
J mention it here.
The Rollins Freshman Players
"Martian", and painfully accurate began to write essays and sketches. Commemorating the 75th birth* The policy, which costs you ten will open their 1940-41 drama sea
prophet, Mr. Wells is to visit WinThe latter part of this week sees
Wells went up to London, where
day of Jean Sibelius
"* dollars if you're a man and only son tonight in the Laboratory
ter Park and lecture here on De- Frank Harris printed one of
*• five dollars if you're one of the Theatre with Karel Capek's fan
1. First Sonata, Allegro Mod- the Rollins Christmas Fun Drive
cember 6th as the first of a group essays in the Fortnightly Review
^ "weaker sex", offers blanket cover- tastic melodrama "R. U. R." Un
erato e serioso, Mendelssohn rolling into its final stages. Seven
of prominent men and women on in 1891, and he embarked upon
''• age for all accidents incurred dur- der the direction of John Henry
Dupre hundred dollars is the goal that has
the Annie Russell Series. Deemed career of educator-journalist which 2. In Dulci Jubilo
^ ing the school year. It even in- Buckwalter III, the Freshman
3. Romance in D flat
been set for this year, but the total
the world's greatest writer by some, he still maintains is his field rathe]
Last Friday night before four
"* eludes X-Rays, and accidents that Players will continue a series of
Sibelius
Wells brings to us a frank dis- than that of literary artist. Writ
which the college has reached will
^ might be incurred while away from impressionistic plays started last thousand wildly cheering fans, the
4. Violin solo by Albert Nassi
cussion of the most important pro- ing came easily to him and he turnnot be known until after the Annual
I college during vacations.
year with Elmer Rice's "The Add- rollicking Rollins Tars became
Aria—Lotti
blems confronting the people of
I. A. A. champions for the first
ed out quantities of essays, reviews,
'
Normally, our sports program ing Machine."
Adagio—Pietro Nardini Christmas Service, the collection of
the United States, and the Englishtime and were awarded the myth
and scientific articles. In 1895 h
^ here while extremely spirited and
Accompanist, Emelie Dougherty which is donated to the Fund.
Featured in the cast will be Barspeaking world.
ical State title on their record of
published Select Conversations with 5. Nutcracker Suite
- hard-fought, produces only
bara Brown, one of the outstanding
During the past two weeks, artiHerbert George Wells was born an Uncle, and in the same year
^ casualties such as skinned elbows dramatic finds that Rollins has five victories against no defeats
Tschaikowsky cles have appeared in The Sandspur
state competition.
at Bromley, Kent, a suburb of Lon- came the first of his scientific roI and twisted ankles, but every
a) Overture Miniature
had in many a year. Miss Brown
evaluating and enumerating the
Leading the way for the Winter don on September 21, 1866. His mances, The Time Machine.
^ and then Fate steps in as ir
b) The Sugar Plum Party many beneficial uses to which the
has done stellar work all through
Some of his early novels were 6. a) The Virgin's Slumber
* case of Frank Bowes, who broke her high school days at Winter Park collegians, mighty mite Sam father, the son of a gardener, was
Christmas Fund is put, but in order
]
1 his leg last week in a touch foot- Park High School, and has worked Hardman wrote a glorious ending a professional cricketer and kept banned from households and libra"
Song
to prevent any sort of misunderb) Carillon
^ ball game. And aside from sports, with the Annie Russell Company to a star-studded career by com- a small china shop. His mother, the ies, but the author grew bolder
standing, this article will reprint
daughter
of
an
innkeeper,
was
a
pletely
befuddling
a
heavier
Stetand found boldness the best of ad.
from "Christmas Suite"
I there's always the other accident in several productions.
a
son team not only by his hipper- lady's maid before her marriage vertisements. In the books that foltoll; spills down stairs, auto crackGarth Edmundson
Collections from the drive, your
When the powers-that-be decided
dipper, broken field running, but and became a housekeeper when lowed, at the rate of more than two 7. Tone Poem, "Finlandia"
ft ups, etc.
contributions, are put to a great
that the first Freshman Players'
her
husband's
business
failed.
a year, Wells evolved from romanki The policy offers up to $500 in. production would be "R. U. R.", by his flashy passing to little AllSibelius number of worthy uses both on the
The youth, thrown upon his own ticist to sociologist and thence to
I demnity on EACH accident. There's Director Buckwalter immediately American end candidate June Lingcampus and in the community. In
at thirteen, largely educated him- evangelist. He has "lived aloud."
te little red-tape to the process of sought out Miss Brown and offered erfelt.
giving to the Fund it is possible for
self. His early desultory schooling His changing ideas are recorded in
The Tars scored quickly in
I signing up for it; you simply hand her the part—it being considered
you to specify the particular desti. over your money to the Treasurer's that she was far-and-away the best first period on a pass from Hard- was sandwiched in between periods his books.
nation which you wish your gift to
of
apprenticeship
to
dry-goods
During the World War, Wells
have. For instance, it may go
office and you receive a little card; qualified for the part. She has man to Lingerfelt after Rollins had
either into the general fund to be
your policy receipt. Honest, we previously appeared in a one-act moved the ball 34 yards in scoring dealers and druggists. He finally was the chief protagonist of the
won a scholarship at the Royal liberal interpretation of the war
used as the Chapel Staff advocates,
don't get one bit of commission on play in the Intramural Dramatic position.
College
of
Science
at
South
KensII
as a prelude to Utopia. Since
or to any of the service committees
Stetson, which had battled the
this, but we think it's a pretty Contest, but her appearance with
ington and took a B. Sc. there with
(Continued on page 4)
that you may choose — as the Sogood bet. (Frank Bowes does too, the Freshman Players will be her Tars to a stand-still before going
!
cial Service Committee, the Interalthough his fraternity brothers first major production as a Rollins down to defeat 25-12 at DeLand;
racial
Club, and so on.
never had a chance because the Tar
* are accusing him of simply trying student.
Members of the Student Counto get his money's worth!)
As has been stated before, the
cil devoted Monday's meeting alAlso in the cast will be director pass defense was impregnable,
most entirely to discussion on a proceeds from the Fund will be used
Buckwalter, stepping in at the last holding the Stetson ace passer, Jim
Golden, to one completion in 23
proposal to refund a portion of the to carry on the many beneficial acConfidently assuming that you minute to fill a role previously left
attempts.
Student Association fee to those tivities of the various chapel com• have read our opening paragraph vacant, and Gordon Laughead, anOne of the high-lights of the
other
"find"
for
the
Student
and
Somewhat relieving our disap- part, had nice arms, and hair suf- boys who have been called to Na- mittees. The Social Service Com• about the insurance policy ofgame
occurred
in
the
3rd
quarter
pointment in "Gosta Berling", the ficiently long for the wind to whip tional Guard duty under the terms mittee, this year directed by Betty
fered by the college this year we Freshman Players of Rollins. Mr.
pause to point out the strange dis- Laughead comes from Chicago, fter the Tars had pushed Stetson second of the Sunday night film impressively, but was forced to of the Selective Service Act. I Scott, is perhaps the most active
decided that the amount re- of these groups. In carrying on
es, "The Wind" proved to be continually over act in order to
crepancy between the male and fe- where he has done some very in- back to the one yard line on a beautiful kick by Curry Brady. Stet- unconvincing but fun. Produced in express herself without the means funded should be proportional to welfare work throughout the com:
male fees for the policy. The erst- teresting work in secondary school
kicked out of this difficulty but 1927 by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor, the of conversation. The out moded
time
spent in college this year, munity, they not only take care of
productions.
A
member
of
the
while hardy males have apparently
Hardman gathered the punt on the picture showed definitely the in- methods of'clutching her throat and and that the subscription to the certain individual cases, but they
completely given up the ghost as freshman football squad, he will
35 and scampered to a touchdown fluence of its Swedish director, distending her eyes were again used
idspur and the Tomokan should also aid immeasurably in the work
far as this particular insurance play the part of Alquist, the simple behind beautiful blocking.
taken up individually with the of existing social welfare groups
Seastrom, in its dramatic handling with such abandon that the audicompany is concerned and the once builder whose lot it becomes to
resurrect mankind from his i
Although five touchdowns sep- of the Western elements of Nature, ence laughted in the wrong places Publications Union. This motion in and about Winter Park by actual
fragile females have now completthen amended to include all adi and donations.
(Continued on Page 4)
and the whole picture became
arated
the
two
teams,
Rollins
found
wind
and
sand,
to
arouse
the
emoed the cycle of ascendancy. How
ment who are called for active mil:
it difficult to move steadily through tions of fear and awe. Another steeped in melodrama.
The Inter-racial Club led this
else to explain the fact that the
the heavy Hatter line and so re- Swedish trick was the careful seThe other characters were sur- tary service. The amendment pro- year by Dwight Johnson, is promiladies are regarded as a better
sorted to lightning razzle-dazzle. lection and playing up of inani- prisingly well drawn and depicted vides for members of the air corps. nent in aiding the Hungerford
risk? Other world crises seem to
Other
new
business
included
a
Enough praise cannot be heaped mate objects to create atmosphere, in spite of the extraordinary atSchool, and abetting the deplorable
pale into insignificance before this
on the shoulders of the stout Rol- xemplified by the bloody steer tention conferred upon Nature and letter from Miss Marjorie Weber, conditions under which the less forfinal blow to the fable of masculins line which, paced by Johnny which hung in the kitchen and the her powers; and were perhaps, ex- girls' physical education director, tunate negro is forced to live.
line supremacy.
asking
that
the
Council
provide
Giantonio, Mel Clanton, and LawThe International Relations Club
ysterious movement of the plate cept for Roddy, more realistic than
ton and Grundler, piled up play aft- when the villain fell to the floor Miss Gish. Roddy was the conven- funds to pay for twelve bathing in addition, benefits through the
And would that make the observer play so that Stetson accounted with a hole in his chest. Otherwise, tional well fed villain who polished suits for the Tarpon Club. Action Christmas Fund by donating to the
ance that there are just 27 more
this
letter
was
suspended,
and
for only two first downs by rushmovie was a fast moving, neat- his fingernails on his coat sleeve Dorothy Hugli was appointed to in- Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., and Internadays in Leap Year a futile thing?
ing.
tional Christian Student Groups.
ly plotted, distinctly American and talked persuasively to Letty of vestigate the matter.
Maybe the ladies will even take
Another high spot of the game rendition of what happens when a the Virginia fields "Thick with vio.
The Dean's Fund, a large part
over the knee-bending solicitations
Rollins has another jungle in also occurred in the third quarter
lets in the Spring", if she would
of which is used in aiding worthy
pretty
young
Virginian
tender-foot
Results
of
the
voting
on
the
Nazi
of the male in the future. Although the family. This one, a hundred
only go away with him. That i
to tell you the truth we always acre tract on an island near Jack- when Curry broke away on a re- goes West for the first time and she were willing to over -look the diet were read. By the vote of the students is also the recipient of a
verse, faked beautifully by Hard is forced to live in the house with
student body, one fifth of the money portion of the Christmas Fund.
agreed with the unknown Divin sonville, was officially claimed a
man, and traveled like a frightened an older, less attractive, and more fact that he had another wife.
saved will go to the Chapel fund
Absorb a little of that ole Christwho observed sagely that "A ma: couple weeks ago by a doughty
deer to the one yard line. From jealous wife.
usually chases a woman until sh group of invaders, including Dr.
Lars Hanson, as Lige, was very and four fifth to humanitarian aid mas Spirit hefore you leave for
there Justice bucked over for
for
Britain. Incidentally, the Nazi the North, West, or South and leave
catches him."
Lillian Gish as Letty played the much at home as the rough, plai
Holt, Dr. Grover, and Mr. Brown. score.
part of the young girl very effec- spoken hero, who was capable of diet includes beer. Bob Matthews' some of it here in Winter Park!
A gift of Mrs. Millar Wilson,
This game was the last for eleven tively except for her restlessness an unselfish love. Beverly, Letty's report on finding a place for the None of us are expected to give a
Every now and then we catch a daughter of John F . Rollins, the
band to practice in order to give the lot, but each of us can and will
glimpse of the Rollins of the Past, land is called "The John F. Rollins seniors of whom Rollins can be duly and the ever present evidence of cousin and a victim of consumption,
varsity basketball team more time give a little.
proud for they have a major part emotional strain. She looked the
(Continued on Page 4)
as the grads return with tales of Bird and Plant Sanctuary.' 1
in Rec Hall was not complete. _.
in bringing championship honors to
fun and frolic in the Good Ole
We already own tht
hearty chorus of ayes adjourned th>
the school for the first time
Days. One sat in our room the Jungle near New Smyrna, but
meeting.
proving the worth of Coach Jack
other day, twisting with monoton. nobody knows why. The new jungle McDowall once again.
ous regularity to look out the win. at the mouth of the Saint John's
dow at what we can only describe River, is supposed to be of value
More Bundles for Britain
as Nothing At All. We finally got to Rollins biology students. Howup enough nerve to ask him if it ever, although these students would
By Jess Gregg
is going into the army and told me
Hear Ye, Hear Ye! Another
was a nervous twitch or was be ex- welcome a hundred fifty mile field
that now his autobiology will be
Dear Rubye:
feather in our caps — or gadpecting an elevator, whereupon he trip every week, they are a cynical
I am sorrie I haven't written four called Gone With the Draft wi
jets on our lapels is supplied
sighed reminiscently and told us group and dismiss the idea with a
so long but I have been Ierning is a sort of a pun.
this week by the Bundles for
of the time he sat. in a certain shrug; no such golden opportunity
how to use the tripewriter witch
Darling I am very puzzled,
Britain people. Imported from
dormitory on the Rollins campus would ever knock on their door,
The first of the traditional
Mr. Fawcett give me last Christ- mean I adorred that devine pictur
Lord and Taylor's in New
monthly assemblies is at last schedgazing out the window, studying they say.
mass. I mean I was cleaning out you had taken on a moon out at
York, these attractive handuled for Wednesday, December 11.
with that peculiar Rollins tech
my room the other day and Connl Cony Hand this summer, but are
The place might become another
The annual picking of the Allmade, half-knit sweaters in all
nique. Suddenly, he said, (telling Pelican. It has a new log cabin
Child says that I should have thi you sure that that boy in the pictur Sandspur Bowl football team by These meetings are to be held on
colors on tiny needles are only
the thing with a good deal of dra- next to a big well, and to many
dirt Ive swept under my carpet is named John Smith becaus it Doc Adams and the referees, in the second Wednesday of each
a dollar. The perfect Christmatic technique) a vague form Rollins students it would be fascinterraced and landscaped. I m
looks to me like Boid Francse. I collaboration with your sports edi- month during "A" period. No
mas gift for room mate and
loomed in his view, turning over ating to see one of our coeds drawI found my tipewriter under my bed mean I showed it to Boid and he tor, will take place next week and classes will be in session a t that
friends, and very original, for
and over with a certain beautiful ing water from a genuine well to
and Bob MacFoul is teeching me blushed and sed no that isnt me, will appear a week from today in time. This free period after lunch
they are not on sale any where
doesn't necessarily mean a coke at
regularity. It looked, he maintain- wash the dishes with, but the practo rite on it and already I can see that boy has a musstash, and the Sandspur.
in the state. See Joanne Oak
the "Varsity" or a nap on the
ed, a good deal like a Rollins coed tical difficulties would be great
type perfectly "the quick brown I sed No that is one of Rubyes
or Betty Cummin before they'This year it will mean more than
and he was considerably shaken up enough to offset the prospect of
fox jumps over the lazy dog", but false eyelash strips caught onto just a mythical team, for the fans horseshoe but instead it is time set
re all gone.
a second later by having his opin- week-end house-parties in the
I dont know what good it'll do me his lip and why did you call your- of the Sandspur Bowl will have a aiside to discuss a vital issue.
becaus its so seldum you can use self John Smith to my dere friend chance to see this team in action.
ion unmistakably verified. It seems Jungle. Some students even conThe assembly will swing into acNance Is Active
it in a letter.
Rubye Delle, and finly he made a
the coeds of those days took their sider it an insult to any coeducaThere will be the inauguration of tion with a stimulating talk by Dr.
love affairs very seriously and tional college to be given a jungle..
My dear evryone is talking about little confection. Boid said it was
e Sandspur Bowl Classic in which Holt concerning the future of our
Before the end of this term Dean
this particular one, having been
The island has a colorful history, Nance will have delivered twenty- the draft and for a long time I him, alrite, but he called himself
is all-star team will play the College. Dr. Holt's talk will be folJohn Smith then, becaus Boid was
jilted or somehow peeved, resolved having been under six flags. It was
lowed by informal discussion on the
four speeches and sermons off cam- thot they ment the gusty ventula- afrayed if Hitler found there was championship intramural team, as
to take it out on the unoffending first discovered by a French Hugusubject by both the faculty and the
pus in Central Florida, before youth shun at Cloverleef. I mean I asked another Franse around he'd bitch- yet undecided, but as things look
flower beds surrounding the dorm,
students.
The roll ..will not be
Jane
Rusel
what
it
was
and
she
(Continued on Page 4)
it appears that it will be the
groups, churches, civic clubs and
krieg him too, witch is very logikul
so she hied herself to the topmost
Lambda Chi's smooth clicking ma- called.
P.-T. A.'s. He spoke to the St. sed it was sort of a raffle of all indeed.
pinnacle and jumped off with all
the
men
in
the
US,
and
I
sed
Then
Holt to Speak Sunday
chine
or
the
X
Club.
The
students
directing the proPetersburg Kiwanis and the Men's
the abandon of a 1929 stock broI wonder how I could go about takSpeaking of Boid Franse there
This game will be played for grams are Dick Eodda, who will
Sunday, December 8, Mr. George Club of the First Presbyterian ing a chanse on Jo Fibley. And is a relative of his here at school
ker. Our old grad left shortly afcharity,
as
all
all-star
games
are.
preside
over
this
meeting; Nancy
Church,
Orlando,
this
week,
and
will
terwards and often we find our- Holt, Director of Admissions, will
another gurl sed Even if it was whos name Eve dee Chamber, witch There will be a small charge of ten Locke, John Hoar, and Bud Wad/er seven devotional talks over
self now, of a dull afternoon, gaz- speak in the Knowles Memorial
that kind of a rafful, Lola, women I gess is what is meant by Inter- cents for admission which will go dell. Faculty advisors are Mr.
WDBO
from
December
8th
through
are fools to take chanses.
ing out OUR window with a defin- Chapel. Mr. Holt studied as a |
national! relations. Becaus I mean to the Chapel Christmas Fund. This Allen, of the drama department;
14th, at 7:00 o'clock i a the
itely expectant eye. Somehow or Rhodes Scholar at Oxford and GenAnyway Press Weatherhell is Eve is from Franse and speaks game should prove to be one of the Mr. Smith, history; Dean Nance,
other, we feel we're doomed to eva, and is a student of interna- morning. The general theme for drafted and Jules Stepins is going French jest like a native. I mean most sensational ever witnessed in religion; Mr. Pierce, speech; Mrs.
devotional
series
is
"Religious
disappointment in the long run, tional affairs.
French peeple are real culshured!
Bowl. Tentative plans have Ortmayer, art; Mr. Siewert, conin
Contemporary to be a sailer and now I cant date
he student readers and music Affirmations
for only a few bombers and an
sailer unless it is absolutely con- becaus even the babies speak 1 scheduled the game for December servatory; Miss Webber, physical
occasional Airliner crosses our vis- for the service have not as yet been Poetry." He will discuss the work
enent,
and
Evurt
Farrosworth
(Continued on Page 4)
17, at four o'clock.
education and Mr. Yust, librarian.
of Rollins poets exclusively.ion. We still have hopes, though. announced.

Tars WinS IA A
Crown; May Get
Florida Honors

Council Votes on
Draftee Refund;
Beer on Nazi Diet

Reviewer Votes for Miss Haimowitz's Playing
Finds Lillian Gish Emotional in "The Wind

Rollins Given
Another Jungle
Plus Log Cabin

Lola Hert Way Down in Her Ulterior hy
Report Jack Bugwalter Played Spin-the-Bottle

Holt to Discuss
All-Star Football Rollins Future
TeamMeetsChamps Next Wednesday
In Charity Game
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• In the Mailbag

J O H N GIANTONIO

T H E SORORITIES

Author Unknown
The house has been rather peaceful this week, considering—wellconsidering everything. News is
not particularly plentiful — let's
see: Betty Haddon and Betsy Bundeson have gone home to rest and
consult some doctors. We hope to
see them back after Christmas as
chipper as ever. They've taken it
all like soldiers. Nancy and Alice
spent Thanksgiving at the latter's
home in Fern Park and staggered
back full to the brim with turkey.
Lolly had a rare Thanksgiving dinner—bologny by a brook (we mean
the food). Flash—Hester is wearing one less Beta ring. We're proud
of our Smokey appearing in print
to say nothing of Pat's growing
fame. To disgress — that was quite
a basketball game we had with the
Kappa's Friday — talk about neckand-neck. It was loads of fun,
though. Elizabeth Kennedy dropped by to see us on her way to St.

r--

Campus

the kind help of the Administra.
tion who "are glad to see that at
last the boys of Chase have decided to do something about tlie
deplorable condition of the lobby.
. . . . Maybe we should get together
and do a few more things around
here that the Administration haa
"Forgotten' to do. The week of
Thanksgiving has brought the usual
amnesia to all who firmly attend
their Monday classes last Friday.
Few of us got the chance to really
enjoy this great occasion as wa
only have one day, yet some enjoyed the Pelican and others spent
the day quietly in bed. The presi.
dent of our Freshman Class came
out with an astounding bit of in.
formation just the other day. Observes the sage, "I don't like to
get emotional unless I know what
I'm getting emotional over". Read
it again, it sounds good. So now
let's all get emotional and weep

Camera

Hank Swan — "People who
sleep later than 7:30."
Jack Budreau — "People who say
I'm wrong."
Charlotte Stout — "Men who go
around with their shirt-tails out."
Howard Waters — "Getting up
and blowing that d - - n bugle every
morning."
Bob Robinson — "Women —
general."
Clark Kent — "Sleep."
Jay Leslie — "Other peopl
cars."

HALEY
DOROTHY H U G L I

That First Assembly Program

PI PHITES

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 4. 1940

PET PEEVES
Jean Twachtman — "Marnie Osborn's singing".
Mamie Osborn — "People who
don't like my singing".
Puss Ryan — "John Putney".
Pete Winant—"The Sigma Nuts"
Jinny Morgan — "Ice in the bottom of a glass that won't come
out".
Bud Hoover — "Sympathy".
Carl Good — "Cooking School".
C. Q. Gridley — "Swan at 7:30
A. M. with 'Bugle Call Rag'."

Editor, Rollins Sandspur
M. K. HARMON, JR. Dear Ed.,
RITA COSTELLO
I write, not with the shallow objective of bringing to your atten
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press
tion the slanderous remarks written
in the Sandspur concerning my
personality, but to point out th<
If you've got any complaints to make, any million dollar inconsistency among your columnideas to contribute or just something you want to get off ists. It was suggested in one article
your chest, you can have your chance in the Annie Russell that I be given the lead in a proTheatre next Wednesday afternoon, when the college as- posed play, "The Face on the Barroom Floor". On page four of the
sembly programs get under way again.
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president and moving force behind edition of Nov. 27 in the column
the new Eollins will discuss his work in the past and his entitled, "THIS IS GHASTLY",
hopes for the future and if you're really interested in Rol- (and I agree) I was complimented
lins, and we believe most of our students sincerely are, this for my dignity.
opening assembly program offers a real chance for you to According to what I have learned
from the good Dr. Stone's Philosocontribute any ideas you might have.
In addition to that, Dr. Holt is a speaker who needs no phy class, inconsistency is a seribuild-up here; he can speak interestingly on almost any ous liability. Let me suggest that
subject and when it concerns Rollins you can be pretty in the future you keep your eyes
sure he'll be doubly fascinating. He has a way of talking open for such inexcusable neglioff the record every now and then at informal gatherings gence on the part of your prooflike this projected assembly and you many hear some rather aders and scandal spreaders.
With every good wish for future
surprising news.
Anyway, we like the whole assembly idea; it's a good success, 1 remain:
Sincerely yours,
thing for students, faculty and administration to get toDAVID A CRAWFORD
gether informally now and then and discuss matters of
Interested reader
interest to all. See you there next Wednesday!

THETA
By Lady Harriette
Again we are able to call another
week successful, and with all hi
esty, for we have been terrorized
into the usual business of doing
the term's work in the three final
weeks, so that our past ? ?
won't prove too unfortunate. Tuesday night our basketball team licked the tar out of the Chi Omegas
with a score of 36 to 18, whicb i
something to be proud of. Let'
hope that Jane Russell's team re
mains undefeated throughout the
season. Thanksgiving was a wei
come holiday for everyone and a
cause for celebration, as there was
a meal in Beanery beyond reproach.
Jane got away from it all by going
home to Cocoa, and Betty M.
the porpoises get theirs at Marineland. The rest of us spent the after,
noon and evening sipping demitasses and Phi Delt tidbits at the
bottom of the Dubsdread pool,
Thursday night we were amused
and admiring at the broadcast but
failed to have our voices heard
all over Florida. However, the dis
appointment was allayed somewhat
by the speeches made by the football boys, the most entertaining being Manny Brankert's concerning
his scarcity of years, weights, etc.
Friday night was unforgettable for
our victory over Stetson. Such a
sensational and brilliant game was
marvellously timely, for it was
last one, for many of us, which
is a pretty sad thought. The Fresh
man Dance Saturday night was
most successful and, with complete
lack of modesty, we must remark
that some of the Thetas were outstanding—which includes Carl doing the Conga, Ginger with Jim
Hoover having a whirl, Janet,
success with certain FACULTY
members, Anne looking radiant for
various reasons, — but we must
boast no longer. We refuse to make
mention of Peggy McLean this
time; her infamy makes it unnecessary. But remember, any information coming from the INSIDE is
welcome, and no questions asked.

SANDSPUR

Pete, for the winder. Hazel is
gaining weight but we still insist
she's the littlest girl in the house.
The pledges forgot to bring their
news over — we might add we're
very fond of them, anyway. That's
just about all there is to say except we certainly are glad we have
balconies over here.

Since our executive secretary and
vice-president and some more people are here we gave a coffee for
them out in our lodge last night.
And outside of the fact that Patty
is back and looking wonderfuller
than ever, and Janie May is having
math trouble, I can't think of anything else to say.
MADAM "X"

This is the Life,
All Right
By Marnie Osborn
Comes ten o'clock down "Cloverleaf Way",
Come the girls after such a strenu
ous day!
Breakfast at most any convenient
time;
Classes in Knowles — but just a
sideline—•
To cokes and choc'late grahams at
the Varsity
Or driving down town just for
company;
At twilight, as usual, the Five
O'Clock Club,
Or girls singing "blues" in a
steaming hot tub;
After dinner it's always that
damned telephone,
And waiting for dates with a
"hurry-up" moan;
It's one mad dash from morning
to night,
But Oh good Lord, it's a life of delight!

BROTHER-PRESIDENTS
DR. GEOR&E NV.SfAlfM IS PREXY
AT SUSQUEHANNA UNIVERSITY
WHILE HIS BROTHER,CHARLES J .
SMITH IS PRESIDENT OF

ROANOKE COLLEGE/

We have to write the column
is week. Tiny Langford, whom
someone likes, as we saw last week,
feels that it is impossible to carry
out his usual work and so has passed it on to us. First we want to
take up the all important news
of The Chase Lobby. Have you
heard that we are getting a rug,

T H E FRATERNITIES
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
After last week-end we've decided to raid the treasury and get
a combination wringer and floordrier. The wringer ia to be used on
the Third Floor boys. Our touch
football team seems destined for
the cellar this half, with Talton
lost, Bowes out with a broken leg,
Albert crutches, and Tolson and
Kelly with wrenched muscles. Jim
Blalock has a copy of the current
"Love Story" magazine in his room
which he's using to coach Steinfeldt
and Pugh in l'amour. Ed. Acree
backed into a fan the other night
and came out with what he tries
to pass off as a haircut. And now
that Crawford has hocked his shotgun again we definitely know that
the school year is underway. Frank
Grundler, heretofore known only
as "The Blank" and "Captain Easy"
is now labeled "Grendel" Grundler
by some of his English Lit. pals.
Frank disappointed us at the game
last week—he left one of the telephone poles standing. Pres Wetherell disappeared for two days last
week and was finally located under
the pile of laundry in his closet.
The rescue party also found a 1931
Ford fender. And heaven that we
should close here without warning
Bill Millner and Willie Collins that
Royall has spent the past week in
his room, doing his term's work so
he'll be ablec to make a concerted
j L " T* £ . " ' " / ^ T * ^ °" T**"*^!.
drive to Wynn at the term's end!

CHI O' CLIPPINGS
We're getting awfully tired of
digging up items for people to
By Sue Turner
read, so we've decided to ask a few
With Thanksgiving over, we questions of YOU. We'd like a
have settled down to the routine
of Rollins Life, if there is such a little Information, Please!
What sort of contest was it that
thing. Although a few pledgi
Cloverleaf found it hard to get up i Margo won in St. Pete, this week
Friday morning, it was a swell end? What persuaded Bebi to
holiday for all Gamma Phi's. Thurs- "come out of the bushes" and disday found us scattered to all points play that intellectual forehead?
of Florida. Eight of us went to Whose ring is Betty Hall sporting
Mrs. Dicks' for a grand turkey these days? Where did Shirley
dinner. Franny and Mac went to Bowstead pick up that frat pin
Clearwater, Steve and Clayton she's wearing? What was Gloria
visited her grandmother in St. Pete, Goode telling her date so sweetly
and Felicia was lucky enough to ( ? ) at the dance Saturday night?
go home. We had two groups of Who was down here AGAIN to
originals, Lou and Wah went horse see Jean Norris this week-end ?
back riding, and Jean and Don, Did Toni, Watsy, and Margo go to
unique as always, went on a picnic. bed the night they spent in St,
We were very proud of Erika Fri- Pete.? And if not, why not? Why
day night at the game in her did Dot Robinson spread the story
beautiful uniform. Also Toy and that she simply SLAVED decoratRita doing some mighty fine cheer- ing for the dance? Is Jane Cotton
leading for the last game. Con- going to eat hamburgers (at least)
gratulations to the Kappas on their a little faster from now on ? What
swell game tbe other night. It did Patty and Shuttsy do that was
was a great fight, ma, but — they questionable? Why does Marion
won. Everyone seemed to enjoy the Russ get school-sick when she &goes
,
™ . . .
.
.
Freshman Dance, Saturday night; home—on
1 hanksgivmg, for •*
Sproull looking ulta-glamorous. I stance? Why is Carolyn jealoi
X CLUB EXCERPTS
think your correspondant could give Red's affection for a certain blond
Bill Affleck, studying his geneayou more news of the infirmary, called Mabel? Why don't you ask
so I will give up for this week. Marion Brooks more about Mabel? logy, found a new and unexpected
cousin of his: Nancy (Sally is a
"COME ON" MABEL"!
G'bye.
very good dancer
) The footKAPPA GLAMMA
ALPHA PHI WEEKLY NOTES ball game Friday was a great success and was followed by a singBy Lillian Ryan
By Mad:
ing party in Harper's directed by
Well to begin wi
initiated; As I sit down before my type- Dick. But that didn't prevent him
three of our pledges
ly: Betty | writer, using the very popular from starting all over again on
Scott, Wilma Tilden, P a t Van "seek and ye shall find" technique, Saturday when, after a wrestling
Schoiack. So now we've increased I find our girls entering the dorm match, (if someone finds Dick's
our herd by three. What's more this Sunday evening, looking very shoehorn lost in thee squabble
we pinned one of our pledge pins bedraggled from their week-end, please return it to the club) the
Kathy Duncan and Mary which really began officially last Freshman dance took place. What
Wright. Thanksgiving Day (which Wednesday after classes. Janet and a dance! Did you see the King Conon a Thursday this year) pro- Annie just arrived back from Palm ga Whissy? One, Two, Three . . .
duced young Scott to see Jeanne, Beach, where they have been visit- KICK—Come on Ella, don't be selfwhom we didn't see any more till ing Anne's parents over the holi- conscious ! ! ! Ronny Green was
this morning (and we still can't days. Lillian, Priscilla and Marge exhausted after his "dancing", he
her for the circles). Betty Bee all spent Thanksgiving in Sarasota, had to eat a double meal today to
went home for Thanksgiving and though Lillian returned Thursday his strength. Poor David Low had
the week-end and is back radiantly night and the others stayed for
happy from the rest — ? ? ? Wil- the week-end. Mary went to the
and Mary went home too, the Pelican with a group of friends
PHILCO RADIOS
lucky bums, but you know how it over the holiday. She managed to
ome of us had to stay here to return feeling peppy enough to
hold the fort. Jenelle went to Lake- attend both the football game a n d '
land with Bill, she ate a tremen- the Freshman dance, as did MurE. Park Ave.
dous meal, and what's more she ray, Lillian, Eugenie and Jeanne. Phone 434
says she had a positively stunning Incidently, we all thought it one
time. Ethel Mac, who keeps us all of the best dances of the year. With
awake till all hours, went out for all due respect to the other pledges,
lunch with Diggers. Esso and we agree that Ginni and Ellen are
Butch drove to St. Pete and turned the model pledge types. But then
md and came right back — silly there's Phil, whom we, (Ellen, Jean
isn't i t ? Charlotte and Janie May and Lillian), found believe it or not,
with a friend and had a good working industriously over her
time. And that ain't all, Charlotte religion term paper, on our return
talked to TOMMY! Just off hand from Daytona Beach Sunday. After
I'd say that practically everyone our remark in last week's column
•Winter Park Phone 287R
went out for lunch 'ceptin' Nancy, that we didn't see enough of Betty,
Bebe, Kathy, Bee, and myself, who she's literally haunted our dorm
148 W. South
couldn't break the beanery habit every since—but actually, we are
just because it was Thanksgiving.
GAMMA PHI GOSSIP

X Club Beats Phi
Delts; S. Nu Loses

Bennett Electric
Shop

a redecoration, bridge accessories
and all the paraphennalia that
makes up a lounge lobby complete
with sw&ging doors. We want to
thank each and all inmates who
generously contributed two doll:
apiece to make this possible. 1
want to make it clear to everyone
who will behold this wonder-to-be
that it is the property of Chase
Hall and no one else. We Did I t and
It Is Ours. Incidentally it was T
Hall. . . . Mr. Emanuel seems to
have had his hands full Saturday
he drives around school with a
beautiful blond who no-one but
Rosie knows, and Rosie isn't talking • even for a bribe (if I had
enough for a bribe); that night
Emanuel takes a good-looking
brunette to the dance — and this
time not even Rosie knows her;
Manuel must have a little black
book we haven't found—yet!

a hard time with Jack Liberman
to decide which Mary was which
. . . Coming back Janet, dying for a
steak barbecue, had to wait until
she got home to eat but 0 ! the three
stolen pieces of cake were eaten
Let's all buy an anvil block for
the Wilson-Chick team to save the
floor from their hammering while
K. A. KAPERS
building their planes. When is
I t seems but a short time ago
general "Bundles for the X Club
that I mentioned in this column
beginning?
that Paul Haley was "at liberty".
Very truly yours,
However^ Paul says it ain't so no
Evil De Chambures more. I guess the poor guy is in a
Ed. Note: Evil assured us this rut. Nothing else of interest along
was very subtle stuff!
the romantic line for this week.
From the number of telephone poles
S. P. OMENS
that the pledges brought in SatWeekly notes about the Sigma urday for our prospective dock,
Phoo's: The Brewster-Fowler safari you'd think they were building a
wandered down the territory of pavillion. When I saw the three
the Wekiwa River Sunday. These Musketeers with Terry Dean a t
hardy explorers were on the trail the dance Saturday, I though, "How
of Indian lore unseen by an man nice". However, when I saw Miss
since last week. We are waiting Dean next morning, I wondered.
with baited breath for the step-by- The three Musketeers were Gus
step account of the expedition. . . . Koulouris, Dave Frazier, and Ronny
The Red Russian pajamas of Gabe Green. Davie has a new plaything,
a 1928 Hudson, somewhat reare quite the thing—he looks so
veddy, veddy exotic sipping his sembling the Rose in mourning.
vodka and strumming his balalaika; Niver said he didn't have a date
Waltervich says his brothers Beris 11 the time he was home in Dayand Borus are writing letters by tona. We wonder for whose benefit
the dozen asking him to become that was. "Swink" Van Wickle is
t i n g for a while and Harold
the great Red Father of the United
Soviet of America; he refrains to Brady is waiting for a report as to
comment further on this inter- how much the government wants
national intrigue, but he's buying him. Biddle and Whittle went home
a case of vodka to get into the for Thanksgiving dinner. I guess
mood. . . . Newmark now locks his they were afraid the Nazi diet
door very carefully after leaving would get them. I think the Freshhis room; everyone told him that men gave a swell dance the other
people aren't to be trusted, but night.
"Honest John" with blind trusting
faith in humanity left his door
open: one day "Honest John" got
a new coat to wear to the football
game — comes Friday evening, the
coat is gone and "Honest John"
freezes; the moral of the story is
QUALITY FOODS
that crime can happen in Chase
Phone 520
E. Park Aye.

As the touch football season
draws to a close, it appears as
though the only team that can possibly stop the defending champs,
is the X Club, who, yesterday, defeated a fighting Phi Delt team,
18-7.
The losers got off to a seven
nothing lead when Fleeger ran sixty yards for their only score. The
Clubbers came back in the second
quarter to score on a pass from
Meyers to Whiston after they had
ched up the field. Rodda's drop
for the extra point hit the
crossbar and fell back onto the
playing field, giving the Phi Delts
7-6 lead.
Myers' passes and Rodda's run
combined to set up the scoring
play of Myers, who ran it across
from the five. Rodda's kick was
in no good. A short while afterwards Myers tossed one to Whiston and Whiston dodged through
the entire Phi Delt team to score
after a 25 yard run.
In the second game of the afternoon, it was much the same story
with the Sigma Nus putting up a
great battle against the Lambda
Chis before going down, 21-0.
The winners marched right up
e field to score their first tally,
wheih came when Kelly tossed one
to Cram in the end zone, a short
te for ten yards.
The Sigma Nus fought back valntly, but the champs scored again
the fourth quarter when Weinberg after a series of beautiful
runs put the ball in scoring position
for Kelly to toss another to Cram
the end zone, similar to the first
one.
On the very first play after the
kickoff, Kelly intercepted a pass
on the 30 and score standing up.

GUST'S
Repair Shop
"We Repair Anything"
Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

AMERICAN
Launderers • Drycleaners

HOUGH'S
Food Shop

202 E. PARK A V E

Phone 49

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

ROYAL

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All makes used typewriters

RAY GREENE
— RoUins Alumnus

•

Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400
Park Ave.

DATSON DAIRIES

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Orlando Phone 9835
St., Orlando

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
29 E. Pine St.

Orlando

Phone 5114 • •5115

For Underwood Portables
CALL

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
15 S. Main St.
Phone 6158

Orla_i»

We cater to Rollins . . . .
COME IN

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist
Fountain Service
Opposite Colony Theatre
Phone 402
Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

^
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ALONG the Bobby Betz Blasts Opponent
SIDELINES Off Court to Win Tournament
By Ted Pitman
j Amark, Alloo Grab Doubles many errors chalked against them
'"* ^, Rollins is undisputed winner of Crown at Lakeland's Recent
the found themselves down four•> ^ t h e SIAA championship
love, having had their service twice
Tournament
T^H Rollins is also the champion of
broken through. Just as it seemed
^Kthe State of Florida
Rollins' own Bobby Betz blasted that they would let the second set
'^tcj What a fitting reward these two Mrs. Marta Barnett Andrade, pret- go they broke through Decker'
^ ; crowns are to the eleven senior; ty Miami star, off the courts yester- service and then with amazing
et
^ w h o walked off the field last Fri day by a score of 6-1, 6-0 to win ths speed the two A's got the next
,°S 6 day night for the last time in s ladies singles championship of the five games to win going away,
'•^.Rollins football uniform.
seventh annual Lakeland Thanks- much to the amusement of the gal\ t
Led by the Tars' brilliant end giving Tennis Tournament.
lery.
^ bit^and Little-All-American candidate,
After having walked through all
In the men's singles the Rollins
ler
fy June Lingerfelt, these men of tht her previous opponents with ease,
team didn't fare so well with both
°l'.| class of '41 will have their names Bobby made short work of
Davis and Amark being forced to
^ p r i n t e d indelibly i
Miami rival with her steady strok- default, Chick losing in the first
°^iTar fans as the most outstanding ing and severe baseline shots which
round to Wilson, and Alloo losing
<ij,' players and sportsmen in Rollins were too much for Mrs. Andrade to
to Miami U's brilliant rising star
I ami,history.
handle. As one-sided as the score Dick McKee in the sefi-finals.
-•*. They weren't outstanding indi
is match nevertheless, was
i vidually but as a team they clicked outstanding in that it brought about
TCpand clicked better than any other
me of the best shots seen during
I team in Tar history.
e entire tournament.
I
It wasn't a team of stars
Not content with winning the
Wednesday evening, December
ifljwas it a team that depended
singles, Miss Betz paired with her 4, the French Club will hold a meetone or two men, that was proven Rollins teammate Eddie Alloo to
ing in the Kappa Kappa Gamma
several times when such men as
l mixed doubles crown, in Lodge at 8:15.
^ Jones and Hardman were injured. split sets, from Mrs. Andrade and
The Rollins Studio Club will meet
'j&* It was a team of men who pulled Bob Decker of Miami U., 6-2, 3-6,
^together for all they were worth
" ;re again the placing of the Thursday night, December 5, at
8:15
in the Art Studio.
^ 4i for sixty minutes.
Rollins stars and their accurate
*% It was a team that never let volleying proved too much for their
Dancing Class: Thursday evening 7:30, at the Whistling Kettle,
^t It up but drove the whole time. It able opponents.
was a team that preferred to jump
The men's doubles crown also Lyman Avenue.
1
* s into an early lead but it also proved went to Rollins when the Tars' two
lrr
at that it could come from behind with Eddies (Amark and Alloo) came
Education with your lunch is
:o
Va devastating rush, if forced to.
through to win in another hotly the new vogue in the college of
tost It was a team that showed the contested match 6-2, 6-4 from Mi- business administration at Kent
'ass J football fans of Florida the best
University's Bob Decker and State university.
%i exhibition of football both ii
Lewis Brownstein.
a program of 12 noon classes
l<k.j fensive and offensive plays that Jumping on the Miamians in the at an off-campus restaurant at
t k. are likely to see in many a day first set to pile up a four-love lead, which students in industrial maronto and we don't care who Florida the Rollins netsmen were hardly keting sit around the table with
PHt brings down here, they'll have to forced in this set so telling was guest sales managers of Ohio ingo some to be up to the Tars'
their volleying and cross-court dustries, students get a first-hand
Ida's: most perfect running and passing shots. In the second set the Tar picture of the business world they
Sdt attack.
team seemed to slump and with plan to enter.

Club Meetings

it*

* j

kicli Speaking of Florida reminds me
rhile. that the news editor of the Alliga
toli tor hasn't cared to answer th(
tin challenge that we made of his
to j statement that Florida only plays
top notch teams. Why, we ask
ied again do they schedule games
ne; Stetson and Tampa, whom Rollins
ng: twice whaled unmercifully
In fall? We dare you to
14 question!

[Socks that S c o r e ! B o l d ,
c o l o r f u l d e s i g n s i n soft
Wools and Wool Mixtures . . . foot protection
o n c o l d days.

$1.65 and $2.00 a pair
Imported English

ANKLETS
$1.00 and $1.65 a pair

R. C. Baker
at the corner, downtown

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

SANDSPUR
Independents Swamp
Cloverleaf Capers Chi O's in Crew Race
Heavy Seas Give Girls Plenty
After a brief interlude when one
Of Trouble

of our more dissatisfied students
As a strong wind whipped Lake
aired her numerous personal grievances under the guise of a Clover- Maitland into a troughy sea last
Wednesday, the Independent cre^
leaf column, we return with a less
took the Chi Omega boat with litth
spicy, but a kinder column.
trouble. The water was so rough
Too bad the football season is the crews took a good ten minutes
over, for new talent has been dis- to get lined up at the starting line.
covered. Kay Woodward kicks a When they did, the Independents
mean pigskin, as demonstrated out got the jump of a couple of length,
on the Horseshoe the other day. at the start and stayed ahead durJust who called up Cloverleaf one ing the remainder of the course.
evening last week to find out
The Chi O's kept stroke up
Pete Boulton were there
around a 23 through the middle of
we've been misinformed, but we the race and took it up before the
thought Pete, of the Green Dream Independents in an endeavor to
fame, lived at the K. A. house. Bebe catch up. Their efforts netted a
Wing has been hobbling around three-quarters of a length gain
for the last couple of weeks on two until the Independents raised their
very tender feet—basketball blis- slow 18 to a 25 for the sprint to
ters. Eleanor Wynn claims her feet push over the line about two
have gone flat down here from too lengths in advance of the other
much walking. Betty and Bundy boat.
have gone home for a rest cure
The Chi O coxswain, Marian
and neither will return until the Brooks, gave the orders to stroke
term. "Every dorm ought Betty Hall, number 3, Ann Pattee,
to have a dog," say the Brooksies. number 2, Shirley Bowstead and
Have you seen their little pup? bow, Betty Watson. Rowing the
The east end of Cloverleaf sends winning boat were stroke Dot
its thanks to Don Riddle for the Hugli, 3, Elly Curtis, 2, Margaret
midnight concerts which emanate Clarke, and bow Elsa Jensen. Coxfrom Knowles' biology lab. That swain Bitty Cummin ended up in
quite a stretch Susie Turner the lake.
did at the Infirm. Welcome back,
Sue! Is that a brother Jean Norris
University of Minnesota students
has visiting her? Dean Cleveland have started a move to publish a
and Mrs. Willie have collaborated list of all jokes used by their proone more attempt to get the fessors; a list that will classify
girls to bed earlier. "Do Not Dis- and number all wisecracks and favturb" signs are being printed and orite stories of the pedagogues.
11 be ready within a few days. Saving of time is the main reason
When hung on a door, these signs for the effort, for in the future
are to be taken seriously. They when the instructor feels the movisiting, no borrowing, no ment has arrived for a dash of levinothing but study or ty he need only give the number of
leep.
the joke. Ed. Note: Not a bad idea
for Rollins.

THREE

Chi Omega Cagers Quelled
By Thetas, Independents
Kappas Defeat Pi Phis and lead by 9-5, 18-7, and finally 25-11.
Gamma Phis as Coeds End Sally McCaslin led the attack, rollThird Week of Basketball
ing 18 of the winners' 25 points.
The Chi Omegas played the feature role in last week's basketball
competition by serving as a barometer to test the strength of
their victorious opponents. Tuesday evening they started out strong
against the Thetas to lead at the
first quarter 10-8. Settling to the
task at hand the Thetas turned
loose reserve power and tipped the
scoles in their favor 19-13 at the
half. During the second half the
Chi O's fought stubbornly but could
get only occasional goals while the
Thetas scored consistently on brilliant plays. The tally stood Theta
36, Chi Omega 18 at the final gong.
In the Chi O's second game of
the week Saturday afternoon the
scores amassed were smaller but
still in favor of their opponents,
the Independents. First quarter,
action was fast as the teams fought
for the initial lead which was taken
by the Independent 6-2. In subsequent periods they maintained their

The Kappa-Gamma Phi setto on
Tuesday night was a tussle ending
with the Kappas on top 22-15. The
Gamma Phi effort to bolster their
defense by shifting Toy Skinner to
forward left a telling gap in the
defense. Through it Betty Mackemer, taking Janie May Stokely's
excellent passes, led the scoring
for the
The Kappa- Pi Phi game played
Friday afternoon was one of the
most enjoyable games of the season. The much-improved Mayflower team set the pace of the nip
and tuck battle to lead 8-6, 16-11,
20-18, at the periods. Taking the
toss-in a t the opening of the fourth
quarter the Kappas hit their stride
and snatched the game out of the
fire. Janie May Stokely's stellar
passing assisted by Betty Mackemer was largely responsible in
turning the final score to Kappa 30,
Pi Phi 26.

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"
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• Lola Hert
citing, and credible despite the abRollins Given

FOUR

Herbert G. Wells

of the practice games, our boys
nly making passes, which
sence of sound effects and was
tell you, is something our
Why put Clean Oil into a
(Continued from Page 1)
quite daringly enhanced with such
football boys eksell at, but all there
Dirty Motor and STILL
(Continued
from
page
1)
(Continued from Page 1)
scenes as the one where the wife
kicks were bad becaus of slow
Have Dirty Oil
(Continued from page 1)
put her arms around her husband's
timing and Cotsh MacDour asked
he has proposed a world stat*
with whom she had come to live,
neck while blood from the steer she
lorty why this was and Shorty (not a League of National
looked sufficiently wan and paenot in 1562, and since then has French, altho in the French Follies
was cutting up, dripped from her
>d when the boys came to punt, ed by an intellectual aristocracy
Let me "Flush" your motor be- thetic; and Cora, his jealous wife, hands down the back of his shirt; been under Spanish, English, Unit- I knew Lorette Le Tour who was it was delayed becaus all they could for the benefit of the many, ,
of the 50 French Babies 50
fore changing oil and assure made us well aware that she had or where the wind whipped the ed States, and Confederate rule.
think of was One Too Thee Kick.
scheme combining the advantage
clean oil in a clean motor; NO just as soon wield her butcher knife sand from the murdered villain's From 1812 to 1815 it staged a and she wasnt too culshured. I
I mean, dear, dansing skool is of internationalism and national,
on more interesting prey than
secession of its own, and had an mean Eve is from Barry, witch is
EXTRA COST.
grave until his face peered sardevine
becaus
Prexy
whos
real
communism and capitalism. He
Why not get FULL value
steer.
how
we
pernouns
Paris,
and
Joan
idependent government. All this,
donically out and one side of his
out of your oil?
On the whole the acting was
however, has little to do with what Okes says someone ott to write a name is President Holt, gave a has always dealt in futures. Eve*
coat flapped in the breeze.
much better than that of "Gosta
earth Rollins wants with a parity whos first line goes "Paris exabishun Venus Walz and then his most laborious study of the
Both of these instances illusBerling" because the less compliis a woman's town with Germans Mar-ell sed Now Lola LaRue will past, The Outline of History ( l & n
jungle.
trate the fact that since 1927,
illastrate the Conga, so I shyly was undertaken with an eye on to"Superb Service" Station
cated plot kept their over acting
Unofficial and entirely unreliable in her hair."
Hollywood has become more subtle,
went out an went One Too Three morrow. (The Science of [ •
from
becoming
too
ludicrous.
My dear, Marlean Deetriks pit(Rollins Chemistry Student)
because in 1940 they seemed just sources report rumors that the land
Kick only I gave sort of a bump (1929) done in collaboration JulFrom the standpoint of photowill be developed as an annex to cher played here and all the campus
2709 North Orange Avenue graphy, "The Wind" contained little surprising.
instead, and all the pictures fell ian Huxley and his son G. P. Wells,
the Winter Park campus and that moaned becaus that means Jack
On
the
whole,
the
picture
was
off the wall, and my deer, I dont
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plenty of local color and movement
the students will be segregated, Bugwalter will go around singing
a research worker, is a companion
Drop in when driving by and use in its dust storms, cyclones, and entertaining in a good old fashion- with the inferior sex working on all her songs, and Patty Britchard think theyll ever ask me to do it volume to The Outline of History,)
rip roaring, melodramatic way,
our free phone service
again.
wild horses, which more than made
the island and the male sex stay says Jack carries a tune the way
For Local Calls (2-1722)
and
we
could
see
that
if
one
were
Its time I say adoo. Adoo Love
up for such technical faults of the
ing a t the original campus. How- a man carries a baby. I mean he
For twenty years, Wells liv^
time as the puppet-like gait of the not accustomed to hearing the ever, this report has been denied sings even when hes out of the and k. LOLA
characters when they walked and carolings of Deanna Durbin, the by extremely reliable sources who shower, witch Heaven knows isnt
at Easton Glebe, an old Georgia*
click
of
Fred
Astaire's
heels,
or
the
the jerky incompleteness to all
house in Essex where he did hit
claim that Fort George Island will very often, but sinse the oth
their actions. We were intrigued ultra tones of Gable, "The Wind" remain just what its title impl
writing in a thatched workroom
nite, its often enough for me.
with the rhythmic portrayal of the would be considered "Colossal."
a plant and bird sanctuary.
mean I thot Jack was the one boy
of white plaster. He says his life
(Continued from Page 1)
Personally, we vote for Miss Silghost horse in the clouds and of
there ended with the death of his
They also say that it will serve I could trust, but now I hear Jack
via
Haimowitz
and
her
perfectly
the sinister drifting of the sand;
playing spin the bottl
wife, Amy Catherine Robbins, \&,
as a meeting place for alumni i
timed
and
mood-evoking
accomand the close-ups and still shots
; gurls, and my dere
dug grave. Other members of the 1927. If he stayed, he would be.
paning a t the piano as the import- Jacksonville. It's comforting to
were sufficiently clear.
hert way down in my ulterior, not cast will be as follows:
come an old man and he has m
ant dividends on our two dollar in- think that you'll always be able
The plot was fast moving, extecaus he has turned into a rooay,
to
send
a
note
to
your
old
college
intention of falling into what hi'
vestment.
Felicitas Lennig calls "the venerable pose." His twi
flame, saying, "Meet me under the but becaus he promised the first Sulla - - .
Edwin Waite sons are launched in the world. So
tall cypress on Fort George Island time he kissed a gurl he would Busman
Peter Boulton now he divides his life between •
at moonrise next Friday. I'll bring kiss me so he cood say "Darling, Marius _
your the furst girl Ive ever kissed" Radius _
Philip Reed expensive London apartment ard
the blanket."
and I cood beleeve it and my faith Nana
. Virginia Meyers two villas he rents a t Grasae, or,
men would be restored.
_ Sue Turner the Riviera.
Helena
Caroline Sandlin can't figure out
My dear the skool is over run Primus
__ Dave McCreery
In the earlier days he would gu
where that cigarette in speech
ith allumeyes witch are peeple Robot
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .^ Fred
^ ^ ^ Hall
^ ^ on walking tours while he thought
class goes when she turns toward ho come back to skool to see Domin
Alden Manchester out the general scheme of a story.
here they dont go anymore. I Robot
Noel Coward, known to the
- Percy Hubbard Now he can work anywhere, even
mean there is evryone from Virgin
screen as both actor and playon a train. He never lets an idea
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Van Wiggle to Stev Bamberger
"R. U. R." (Rossum's Universal escape him. He will get up from
wrightfi is represented for the first
itch I'm afraid I gave a diffrent Robots) is a fantastic, yet strange
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time as a composer in his operetta, For Good Photo Finishing
pernounsiation when I met him, ly-credible tale of the future. I bed to scribble down some thoughts,
"Bitter Sweet," which opens FriGo to Studio of
AUTOGRAPH and CANDID CAMERA BRACELETS
but Stev is devine becaus Stev envisages the destruction of man- He has enough ideas in his note*
day a t the Colony Theatre with
RANCH
NECKLACES
happens
to be the boy who happens kind, brought about by man's over- books to keep him busy for one
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
to have written Footnots, witch whelming desire for "progress", hundred and fifty years.
From the Wild and Wooly West
Eddy in the co-starring roles. The
PHOTOGRAPHER
Mazzie
Willson
says was back in profits, and a work-less world. Man Mr, Wells appearance is under
fllm is in Technicolor.
LEATHER FROM ENGLAND
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park
the days when columnists rote creates the robots to do his work the auspices of the Annie Russell
Miss MacDonald is seen as VicAs Well as Beautiful Things for Mother and Dad
scandal colums that knew how to for him, and then through a lack Series and his subject will lie "Two
torian belle Sarah Millick, and
combine cattines with humer, witch of ability and fertility brought on Hemispheres or One World."
KATHERINE TIFT JONES
420 PARK AVE.
Eddy as her Viennese voice teachROLLINS PRESS STORE doesnt sound much like the Rollins by the dependence on robots for
er, Carl Linden, with whom she
Ive known.
everything, gradually dies out to tunity to demonstrate the full force
elopes on the eve of her wedding to
My dere there has been the most such an extent that humanity ex- of her dramatic talents. Her hand. |
Harry Daventry, played by Edward Christmas Cards
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DIME
devine skool started. I mean its terminated—all but one man, the ling of the difficulties of the
Ashley. Sarah and Carl live an
Gift Stationery wonderful becaus it teeches only builder Alquist.
strained yet powerful emotions
idyllic life in Vienna until an AusThe secret of the manufacture of this represents one of the biggest j
important things and not silly
trian cavalry officer, Baron Von
Nites
things
like -.ug.uia
Allgebra or
iterature the robots is lost and it appears problems ever met by an actor.
uiiuiga ime
«4. 1i _-.w«.._.,.^.
Tranisch, played by George San(Inc.
The play will open this evening I
I mean Marsie Hammand and Junell .that they too, the last vestige of
ders, begins paying her attention.
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and will play for three nights, WedWillhite have started a dansing semblance to man, will die out.
Then comes the dramatic denoueSAT. - SUN. - MON.!
skool where they teech the rhomba
The cumulative force for the de- nesday, Thursday, and Saturday,]
ment.
and the Venus Walz and also t h e ' struction wrought by men in their December 4, 5, and 7. Performa
Ian Hunter is seen as Lord
Conga which is sort of a walking | own world by their own ingenuity will begin a t 8:15 p. m., in the
Shayne, gambling opponent of Von
GIFTS FOR ALL
toor with the bumps. I mean it I builds up through the second act Laboratory Theatre. Admission will
Tranisch and benefactor of Sarah
,:
scene, be 10c to the College and 25c to
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has
inflewenced everything becaus to a magnificent "ilimax
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and Carl. In comedy roles are
Shorty Fillups told me that during where Miss Brown i given oppor all others.
Felix Bressart and Curt Bois as
CHRISTMAS CARDS and
penniless musicians, Sig Rumann
WRAPPINGS
__ Herr Schlick, cafe owner, and
Herman Bing as the marketkeeper.
152 E. Park Ave.
Also prominently cast are Fay HolIN TECHNICOLOR
Winter Park
GeorgeJANDERS •lan HUNTER • Felix BRESSART
den, Diana Lewis, Lynn Carver and
Janet Beecher.
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at our cash and carry office.
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

. H u n t the world over and you can't find
the equal of Chesterfield's right combination
of Turkish and American tobaccos...the best
tobaccos that grow in all of Tobaccoland.

Do you smoke the cigarette
that

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

The Economy and Yellow Cab of
Orlando is at your service
Rates from Rollins College to Orlando at 20c per
person; or from our office to Rollins at
20c per person
Rates for private cars and trips gladly given.
Careful and courteous drivers
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Rose and Florida Sun — Blouses and
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ECONOMY AND YELLOW CAB, INC.
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